KENYA NATIONAL
LANDSCAPE RESTORATION
SCALING CONFERENCE 2022
CONSOLIDATING THE KENYAN RESTORATION MOVEMENT

BACKGROUND
The Kenya National Landscape Restoration Scaling
Conference 2021 successfully catalyzed action for landscape
restoration supporting a restoration movement in the
country. It was held in the context of a dire need to create
synergies among the numerous, yet fragmented restoration
efforts and given the government’s restoration-related
commitments. A summary of the key outcomes of the
conference can be found here.
Just over a year later, this follow-up conference will showcase
this restoration movement, take stock of the progress made
on the agreed action plans from the 2021 conference, and
seek agreement and commitments from actors in the
restoration space on the next steps to consolidate the
movement. This includes the next steps to implement the
Forest and Landscape Restoration Implementation Plan
(FOLAREP) 2022 -2027.

CONFERENCE OBJECTIVES
The Kenya National Landscape Restoration Scaling
Conference 2022 will be held virtually on the 24th and 25th
of November 2022. The conference seeks to:
Showcase progress made since the 2021 conference in
achieving agreed action plans and the building of a
restoration movement.
Bring together stakeholders working in the restoration
space to agree on key actions to support the
implementation of the Forest and Landscape Restoration
Implementation Plan (FOLAREP) 2022- 2027 and
monitoring framework, including required policy
adjustments.
Discuss incentives and avenues for resource mobilization
to support and scale restoration projects, particularly
efforts led by the community, youth, women, faith-based
actors, and the private sector.

Explore the role of existing practices and approaches to support the scaling of
restoration efforts in agricultural, forest, and rangelands.
Showcase approaches and models to enhance the inclusion of children, youth, and
women in restoration efforts and launch a capacity strengthening program for youth,
women and faith actors involved in restoration.

CONFERENCE FORMAT
PRE-THEMATIC CONFERENCE WEBINARS
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FINANCE OPTIONS FOR RESTORATION

WATCH HERE

WED ACCELERATING RESTORATION ACTION
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THROUGH YOUTH AND WOMEN

NOVEMBER

TUE

WED
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THE POWER OF FAITH-BASED
APPROACHES FOR LANDSCAPE
RESTORATION IN KENYA

REGISTER HERE
THUR RESTORING KENYA’S RANGELANDS:
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THE WAY FORWARD

REGISTER HERE

THE CONFERENCE
VIRTUAL AND LIVE STREAMED

NOVEMBER

OCTOBER

A series of four pre-conference thematic webinars will be held in the run-up to the main
conference to provide a space to discuss the themes further and build momentum for the
conference. The pre-conference thematic webinars planned are:

THUR
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DAY 1: FOREST AND LANDSCAPE RESTORATION
(FLR) INTEGRATION AT COUNTY LEVEL
TIME: 10:00AM-12:00PM

REGISTER HERE
FRI
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DAY 2: NEXT STEPS FOR THE RESTORATION
MOVEMENT IN KENYA
TIME: 9:00AM-1:00PM

REGISTER HERE
FOR MORE INFORMATION ON THE CONFERENCE READ HERE

